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Sri Partha Pratim Dasji,
Namaskars, I am very happy to know that your ‘Seemanta Chatana Mancha,

Purvanchal’ is going to publish a Souvenir in connection with its first convention at
Guwahatti on 23rd ad 24th of this month. As we have experienced many deifications
of our Bharat Matha in history, it is our great duty to prevent any such incident in
future. That is why we all are hard working to strengthen our border areas.

In Mahabharatham, the great epic of our country, it is said that borders of a
country are equal to the cloth for women. It is the duty of every son who considers our
country as our motherland to protect her ‘anchal’ dress. If the citizens who lives in
border areas of a country is conscious and alert any foreign country can’t inward our
culture as well as our land. So your mission is a national mission to strength our land
and culture. May God bless you in all your attempts. With all best wishes

Kochi – 26 A. Gopalakrishnan
6. 7. 2016 All India Convener ,
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ASSAM AND HER INTERNATIONAL BORDERS
The question of Border management

By S.P.Kar, IPS (Retd)
Former Inspector General of Police, Assam

Till several years after India's Partition and attainment
of  Independence from British rule in 1947, the State of
Assam had virtually been coterminous with the entire
geographical space known as the North East now,
excluding, of course, the then twin princely states,
Manipur and Tripura in the east and south-west of the
region. Both the princely states joined the Indian Union
in 1949. The geo-strategic importance of the then Assam
was, and even now is, so huge that a proposal got
mooted in the early 1950s for creation of a larger Assam
by inclusion of even Manipur and Tripura in it. The idea
somehow did not fructify. The North East is surrounded
by several foreign countries - Bhutan, Tibetan
Autonomous Region (TAR) of China, Myanmar and
Bangladesh. Owing to repeated re-organization of the
then State of Assam that finally led to the formation of
the States of Nagaland, Meghalaya, Tripura, Manipur,
Mizoram and Arunachal Pradesh, the mother State is
now having only 267 km of international border with
Bhutan  in its north and 263 km of international border
with Bangladesh in its south (in two sectors, namely
Dhubri and Karimganj).

The security of the border of the North East with the
TAR, difficult and mountainous as it is, has become a
matter of great national concern in so far as the ruling
communist regime of China has made, and been
continuing to make, war-like preparations on their side
of the border with inimical designs on India for several
years now. On the Tibet side, they have developed
formidable war-like infrastructures in the form of heavy
roads, high-altitude railways and advanced air-bases.

Positioning of nuclear weapons,  troops and war-planes
are a part of their belligerent preparations in the Tibetan
plateau. On our side of the border - the McMahon Line
which covers the entire northern boundary of Arunachal
Pradesh with Tibet - the preparations have been ham-
handed and poor, thanks to the ineptitude of the
government at the centre since before the Chinese
aggression in 1962. It never took a lesson even from
that national humiliation of 1962 and continued to play
only politics for perpetuation of a fading dynasty rule in
the country. It need be mentioned here that during almost
the entire period in question, the Congress party had
been in power. Without going much into the details, one
can say that as of now, the situation is pretty bad. The
only ray of hope is that the NDA government at the
centre has now taken up measures to build up India's
defences in this segment of the international border.

It is of great importance to realize that though Assam
does not have much of international borders as compared
with Arunachal Pradesh, Manipur, Mizoram, Tripura and
Meghalaya - the former three having long borders with
Myanmar and the latter three with Bangladesh - she has
to take the brunt of all that happens on the borders not
only of her own but also of those of all the other states
of the region. The main problems across the borders of
the North East are:

1. Frequent incursions into Arunachal Pradesh and
war-like preparations across the McMahon Line by the
People's Liberation Army of China;

2. Sanctuary in Myanmar for and 'to and fro'
movements across the India-Myanmar borders of NE
insurgents;



3. Trafficking in arms and drugs across the
Myanmar border to Nagaland, Manipur, Mizoram and
Tripura;

4. Smuggling of arms from Bangladesh directly to
Meghalaya and Assam;

5. Smuggling  of cattle heads from and through
Assam to Bangladesh;

6. Most important of them all - the infiltration into
Assam by Bangladesh nationals;

It has been seen that all the ills that come forth from
the countries surrounding the North East eventually end
up in Assam. The threat posed by the Chinese across
the McMahon Line has the Assam plains as the ultimate
target. A good deal of drugs and weapons sourced from
Yunnan province of China or south-east Asia land up in
the Brahmaputra valley for the benefit of ethnic insurgents,
left-wing extremists and international drug traffickers
based in India. Investigations have shown that
contrabands seized right at Champai (Mizoram-
Myanmar border) or at Morey (Manipur-Myanmar
border) or Dalu (Meghalaya-Bangladesh border), for
example, had destinations at some place or the other in
the Assam valley. So far as Bangla infiltrators are
concerned, their major destination in the North East is
either of the two main river valleys of Assam, namely
the Brahmaputra valley and the Barak valley. Once they
arrive there, they squeeze in wherever there is some
government land available. Border crossing is no issue
for them; they judge the surroundings and slowly walk
over. The advantage with them is that they are good
workers whose labour is always in demand. Their
movements are therefore never questioned by the border
population on the Indo-Bangladesh borders. And this
makes their sojourn easier. The racial, religious and
linguistic homogeneity of the Indo-Bangla border
population and the Bangladeshis is another factor in the
process of cross-border immigration into India.

Thus comes the issue of border management of not

only of Assam but also of all the other states of the North
East. Here a long debated question is that of the fixing
of wire fences on the borders. So far as the borders of
Bangladesh are concerned, it has to be understood that
unlike the Indo-Pak border in the plains of Punjab and
Rajasthan, the NE borders are hilly having enormous
under-growth, and are even un-demarcated. The very
fact that the fencing enterprise has had Phase I, II and
III, and by now Phase I of it has outlived its life   shows
that the planning for it has been ad-hoc and superficial.
Besides, Bangladesh has got very long borders with
Bengal (2216.7 km) through which the intruders can
and do merrily enter into India and fan out to other parts
of the country, including Assam. To say the least, the
authorities in Bengal are rather indifferent to the issue of
infiltration and this cozily facilitates the process. The
borders astride Malda and Murshidabad districts of
Bengal are an open passage for Bangladeshi infiltrators.
Crossing the borders there, the infiltrators take their own
time to proceed towards Assam. Moreover, the lower
reaches of the Brahmaputra, with its oceanic expanse,
is a wide corridor for infiltration of the Mymensinghias
into the Chars of lower Assam. The Chars provide the
Bangladeshi adventurers a comfortable transit facility
without any fear of being detected and caught.

Therefore, there has to be an integrated plan for
stopping infiltration from Bangladesh and the charge has
to be taken over by the Centre with all seriousness. The
irony of the fencing business is manifest in north Bengal.
Good iron fencing has been erected there in the Indo-
Bangladesh border with kilometers of gaps in between.
Nothing explains why these gaps were left uncovered.
The comic part of the story is that Indian villagers at
random take their cattle for grazing on the other side of
the border in the morning and come back home by
evening through these gaps in the fencing at many places.
Similarly, Bangladesh villagers come to places like
Phansidewa  on Indian side and after doing their



marketing peacefully in India, go back home. There is
nothing to stop them from traveling a little more to the
north and catch a train at New Jalpaiguri railway station
to come to Assam.

The borders of Nagaland, Manipur and Mizoram
with Myanmar are manned by the Assam Rifles, the
oldest para-military force in the country. Though it has
all the expertise for the policing of the heavily forested
hills, the problem it faces is that it does not have enough
man-power to guard the borders effectively, especially
when there are plenty of corridors - pathways - across
the borders for movement of insurgents and smuggling
of arms and drugs from Myanmar. It is the same case
with the BSF deployed on the entire length of India-
Bangladesh borders. The result is that the North East
as a region remains porous and exposed to infiltration,
drugs and arms trafficking and movement of insurgents.

Bhutan is our neighbour and is extremely friendly with
India. However, so far as the Indo-Bhutan border is
concerned, there is some problem on the Assam segment
of it. This problem does not originate in Bhutan but is
entirely home-grown. The border of Assam with Bhutan
runs along the foothills of the Himalayas, which is heavily
forested and inaccessible in most of it. The two main
rebel groups of the State, the ULFA (I) and the NDFB
(S), have made the Bhutan border a sanctuary for

themselves and very often mount attacks on targets in
the lower Assam plains. The guerrilla-type attacks by
the insurgents from the safety of the Bhutan foothills are
a constant irritation for the central and the state
governments. In their hit and run tactics, these insurgents
many a time go up the southern slopes of Bhutan when
pursued by the Indian security forces.  Earlier, in the
late 2003, the Royal Government of Bhutan had
undertaken an all-clear operation and flushed them out
of their hide-outs in Bhutan. Therefore, the border of
Assam with Bhutan needs strong and constant policing
to thwart our home-grown outlaws from committing
criminal acts in the outlying areas of the districts
concerned. Presently the SSB, a central armed police
force, is in charge of the Indo-Bhutan borders.

The situation can be remedied by the following means:
1. Enhancement of the man-power and equipments

of the para-military forces guarding the borders;
2. Laying all-weather roads on and to the

international borders so that the movement of the security
forces is not affected under any circumstances;

3. Intensification of counter-insurgency and anti-
smuggling operations on the borders in depth;

4. Involving the border populations concerned in
the vigil against insurgents and smugglers in aid of the
security forces.



That Old Post on Immigration and Assam
 Partha Pratim Das

Gen.Secretary, Seemanta Chetana Mancha

 It is the birthright of any individual community or a
group of communities to seek protection against any
demographic invasion that might change the lives of their
own people. And it is a legitimate right to be ruled by
self and not to be forced into accepting something which
may affect demographic invasion.

I would like to write to you not just as an Assamese
but more as a concerned citizen of Northeast India and
would like to speak on the plight of the indigenous
communities who had been subjected to economic,
political and cultural infiltration over last century due to
demographic invasion. The fact that huge numbers of
people are talking about this in social media and large
numbers are protesting on the streets about
Demographic Invasion in Assam itself shows that there
is a problem. Today we might discuss and debate our
diverse opinions but we must opine that the immigration
and infiltration is a reality which has changed the
demography of the region. This reality we have to accept
and live with. But, we must find a way to address this
issue and I am sure all of us are here today to find a
solution to the issue. There is a sense of helplessness
amongst all indigenous communities of Northeast,
especially in the light of the number game in our
democracy.
Immigration to Infiltration:

The demographic invasion of Assam from erstwhile
East Pakistan has happened over last one century or
even before that. Now the question is when we say
infiltration it only means illegal immigration which purely
in legal terms can happen only after the agreed date of
March 25th of 1971 as per the Assam Accord. But to
understand the genesis of the problem of demographic

invasion and its current reflection we must go back to
read our history.
History of immigration to Assam:

Noted Indian historian Sujit Choudhari has rightly
put the aspect of immigration pre and post-independence
in his article named "God sent opportunity". Immigration
has been a matter of concern for the people of Assam
since the turn of the 20th century and what today gets
known as the "foreigners' problem" is simply a projection
of this old unresolved issue under a new nomenclature.

For reasons rooted in the history of this region, the
Brahmaputra valley had an abundance of cultivable
wasteland when the British occupied the territory in
1826. Amalendu Guha in his book "Planter Raj to
Swaraj" notes that British planters were also responsible
for the land alienation of locals.  A liberal Westland
settlement policy of the British Government had tempted
planters to grab more land than needed. This planters
seized grazing fields and encroached upon jhum (slash
and burn method) land of tribal cultivators

Land-hungry peasants, mostly Muslims, from over-
populated East Bengal flocked to Assam under the
patronage of the colonial administration as well as local
zamindars and mouzadars. Initially, this migration was
hailed as a positive phenomenon by the Assamese gentry.
In 1929, Jagannath Bujar-Barua, well-known
intellectual, told the Assam Banking Enquiry Committee
that 'immigration has brought prosperity to Barpeta area.'
However, post 1920 the Assamese public opinion was
apprehensive that unchecked immigration might change
the demographic composition of the province, reducing
the ethnic Assamese to a minority in their homeland.
This apprehension reached its apogee when C.S.



Mullan, the Census Superintendent of Assam, in his
Census Report, 1931, made an ill-conceived
observation that: 'The immigrant… has almost
completed the conquest of Nowgong. The Barpeta
subdivision of Kamrupa has also fallen to their attack
and Darrang is being invaded. …'

When Jawaharlal Nehru came to Assam in
November 1937 for an election campaign, two
memoranda were submitted to him, one by Asamiya
Sanrakshini Sabha, another by Asamiya Deka Dal. The
first memorandum emphasised: '…as a means of saving
the Assamese race from extinction, a considerable
section of the Assamese intelligentsia has even expressed
their minds in favour of the secession of Assam from
India.' In the second memorandum a detailed
programme was chalked out to save the Assamese race
and among other measures, it suggested: (i) transfer of
Sylhet to Bengal, (ii) total ban of Bengali immigration to
the Brahmaputra valley for a period of twenty years,
and (iii) strict naturalisation laws for resident Bengali
immigrants.

Nehru, however, was not impressed by the arguments
and he wrote to the APCC President: 'Indeed, even
from the point of view of developing Assam and making
it a wealthier province, immigration is desirable.' And
this has been a consistent and very insensitive view of
the Central Govt. Since then, the politicians, planners
and policy makers have been without understanding the
complexities of expectations and aspirations of diverse
indigenous communities living in Northeast. Even the root
of all demands of succession of Assam and northeast
from the rest of India lies in the demographic invasion
and attitude of the Govt. towards it. Such demand for a
different kind of political entity has been made since the
time of independence in northeast for the same reason
of demographic invasion.

On 20 July 1947, just 20 days before Independence,
Birinchi Kumar Barua, reputed litterateur and historian
of Assam wrote 'Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty.
Culturally, racially, and linguistically, every non-
Assamese is a foreigner in Assam. In this connection

we must bear in mind that Assam from the very ancient
times never formed a part of India.' The view of Assam
Pradesh Congress Committee during partition is the same
as our views today. What we are asking is nothing new
and has been asked pre and post independence by
APCC under the leadership of Gopinath Bordoloi.

The Assam Pradesh Congress Committee in 1945,
in its election manifesto, stated: '…… immigration or
importation of lacs of Bengali settlers on wastelands has
been threatening to destroy the distinctiveness of Assam
and has, in practice, caused many disorders in its
administration.' Gopinath Bordoloi and his Congress
ministry opposed tooth and nail the Central
Government's bid to settle the refugees in Assam. Even
the definition of indigenous communities can be found in
Assam Government circular issued on 4 May 1948: 'In
view of the emergency created by the influx of refugees
into the province from East Pakistan territories and in
order to preserve peace, tranquillity and social
equilibrium in the towns and villages, the government
reiterates its policy that settlement of land should be in
no circumstances made with persons who are not
indigenous to the province. The non-indigenous
inhabitants of the province should include, for the
purpose of land settlement during the present emergency,
persons who are non-Assamese settlers in Assam though
they already have lands and houses of their own and
have made Assam their home to all intents and purposes'
(Revenue Deptt. no. 195/47/188 dt. 4.5.48).

'the deletion of names from the voters list', a demand
so consistently pressed by the All Assam Students Union
since 1979, is also a device originally perceived by the
Bordoloi ministry. A circular issued on 28.5.48 to the
District Officer said: 'The government desires to draw
your personal attention with regard to the following non-
resident population of the district. These people are not
qualified to be voters. They may be staying with friends,
relations or as refugees or labourers. Great caution will
be necessary on the part of your staff to see that not a
single individual of this class manages to creep into the
electoral roll by any chance' (Circular No. L.801/47).



 Marginalisation of Indigenous communities over the
years

Today due to continuous onslaught the "son of the
soil' are marginalised economically, politically and
culturally and having to seek constitutional protection.
Nirmalya Banerjee wrote in his article on tribal land
alienation and ethnic conflict about the process of tribal's
losing control over their land started early, the demand
for giving statutory protection to tribal land from Tribal
League came late, not till the thirties of the last century.
Even before that, the British Government, in the form of
the 'Line System', had thought about keeping some areas
in Assam free from immigrant settlements. 'Under this
system, an imaginary line was drawn in the districts under
pressure in order to settle immigrants in segregated areas'
(Guha 1977). While the subsequent provincial
governments of Sayeed Mohammed Saadullah and
Gopinath Bordoloi in Assam from 1939 onwards took
steps to give protection to tribal land with the help of
the Line System, the Muslim League continued to press
for its abolition. In 1942, the Saadullah Government
opened up grazing reserves for settlements by
immigrants under a 'grow more food campaign' (Brahma
Chowdhury 1993). Chowdhury(1993) writes that 'the
government's stand on the land question became an open
secret and at the local levels both officials and interested
parties found out ways and means to violate the Line
System which received some kind of immunity from
higherups'.

The demand for formation of Belts and Blocks to
protect the land of tribal came even later, after
independence. The Bordoloi Government agreed to the
proposal. The Belts and Blocks were formed by
incorporation of chapter X in the Assam Land and
Revenue Regulation 1886 through an amendment
(Assam Act XV of 1947), an important piece of
legislation which deserves scrutiny in some detail. But,
the Belts and Blocks, too, met with a fate similar to that
of the "Line System", partly because of apathy of
government officials and partly because of lacunae in

the Regulations themselves.
Ethnic divide:

All tribal blocks & belts had been encroached upon
or violated with overt and covert support of Govt.
machinery. Now, coming to the third part of this
discussion "Ethnic divide". There are two kind of ethnic
divides in Assam. First, ethnic divide amongst the
indigenous communities and second the collective divide
between the all indigenous communities and the
immigrant settlers.

Root of both the divide is demographic invasion
which has led to economic, political and social isolation
of the indigenous communities. Indigenous communities
who had been living in harmony for ages is having to
fight to assert their identity.

Legitimate political aspirations of the indigenous
people when not met led to many violent uprisings and
an insensitive response from the Govt. led to a sense of
alienation from the national mainstream. Long Political
uprising of the tribal people started with the Tribal league
in pre independence era demanding protection of tribal
land and rights. Nagas had been fighting for succession
from the time of independence and almost every major
tribe has taken up both violent and non-violent means
of protest ever since independence. Root of all these
protests had been marginalisation of the indigenous
community due to demographic invasion.

The Shillong Times, dated 27 August 1947, published
a statement signed by four Asom Jatiya Mahasabha
leaders which proclaimed: '… Assam's sovereignty was
a fact of ages ago and it should be of the future.'

The Assam Tribune, dated 4 January 1948, reported:
'Sri Ambika Giri Roy Choudhury, General Secretary,
Asom Jatiya Mahasabha has this morning sent a telegram
..to..President, Naga National Council, Kohima. Sri Roy
Choudhury, in the wire, informed the National Council
President that the Asom Jatiya Mahasabha workers
assembled at Jorhat have expressed their fullest
sympathy with their Naga brothers' stand for self-
determination.'



 Constitutional Solution:
1. Defining the indigenous communities.
2. Ensuring constitutional rights of the indigenous

people over the resources.
3. Political safeguard by means of reservation of

90% of all elected seats for indigenous persons.
4. Ensure land rights of the indigenous communities.
5. Prioritize job security and livelihood for

indigenous people.
6. Protection of Tribal belts & Blocks and creation

of similar exclusive belts & blocks for all indigenous
communities covering at least 70% of the land area of
Assam.

7. Updating of NRC within stipulated time frame.
8. Disenfranchise settlers
Conclusion:
There are different laws, by laws, accords and also

UN convention on immigration which should be looked

into while settling this issue but the overruling guideline
should be the UN declaration on Rights of indigenous
people.
Article 19

States shall consult and cooperate in good faith with
the indigenous people concerned through their own
representative institutions in order to obtain their free,
prior and informed consent before adopting and
implementing legislative or administrative measures that
may affect them.

Article 28
Indigenous people have the right to redress, by

means that can include restitution or, when this is not
possible, just, fair and equitable compensation, for the
lands, territories and resources which they have
traditionally owned or otherwise occupied or used, and
which have been confiscated, taken, occupied, used or
damaged without their free, prior and informed consent.



Snapshots from the Indo-Bangla border
Heaven for smugglers

November 28, 2011:
Shillong:

Twenty-five years after an ambitious project to
construct a fence along the 4156-km India-Bangladesh
boundary still continues to be far from being complete,
smuggling – especially of cattle, phensydile and fake
Indian currency notes – is still big business, especially in
the Assam and Meghalaya sectors of the international
border.

Statistics provided by the Border Security Force
(BSF) of these three items in the India-Bangla border in
Assam and Meghalaya say that while phensydile bottles
worth about Rs 10.50 lakh were seized from January
to November 15 this year, then the value of cattle seized
while being taken for smuggling out stands at a whopping
Rs 3.52 crore.

“These must be only about 25 per cent of the total
smuggling that takes place despite our best efforts,
especially because a sizeable portion of the border is
yet to be fenced,” said a senior BSF official here. And if
that be true, than cattle alone worth about Rs 15 crore
must be going out illegally from Assam and Meghalaya.

While constructing of the barbed wire fence in the
443 kms of boundary that Meghalaya shares with
Bangladesh is not even halfway through, in Assam, work
on 14 kms in the Dhubri sector continues to remain
incomplete. Most interestingly, the Assam government,
which is implementing the project, has made it an annual
ritual to announce the next March 31 as a ‘deadline’ for
completing this project, a ritual that has been on since
2001. 

BSF officials however claim that the volume of
smuggling had come down in the past two years due to
increased vigil. “While we have increased our vigilance,
smuggling has gone down as evident from the volume of
seizures,” said a senior BSF official here. He cited

statistics to say that while cattle worth Rs 52.37 crore
were seized in the Assam-Meghalaya sector of the India-
Bangladesh border in 2009, it came down to worth
about Rs 39.78 crore in 2010, and further slid down to
just about Rs 3.52 crore this year.

But what is worrying the BSF as well as other security
agencies is a large Pakistan designing to pump in fake
Indian currency notes into India through Bangladesh.
“There are clear forensic evidence that these fake
currency notes are printed in Pakistan, and what we
have been able to seize is just a small portion,” the BSF
official said.

While fake Indian currency notes worth Rs 2.95 lakh
was seized during 2010, the BSF has seized fake
currency worth Rs 2.77 lakh along the border in Assam
and Meghalaya till November 15 this year. As many as
19 persons have been apprehended, most of the
Bangladeshi nationals, in connection with these seizures.

“Fake currency is also pumped in against goods
smuggled out of India, and this happens mostly with
cattle. This way, the fake currency reaches Uttar
Pradesh, Bihar, Rajasthan and other states in northern
India from where cattle are either stolen or bought,” the
BSF official said.  Other items that have been seized
while being smuggled across the international border also
include ganja, timber, fertilizer, DDT, medicine, water
pumps.

++++
In the middle of the river

October 2, 2012:
Mahamaya Char (on the Brahmaputra):
For A Sashikanta Singh, Company Commander of

the ‘C’ Company of 22 Battalion of the Border Security
Force (BSF) here, checking trans-border movement of
people including smugglers and other criminals between
India and Bangladesh is nowhere near line any of his

Samudra Gupta Kashyap



colleagues posted in any other point of the international
boundaries.

Mahamaya Char is a char – a riverine island – in the
heart of the Brahmaputra whose ‘middle portion’ is
supposed to be the international boundary between India
and Bangladesh. “There are no geographical features in
the middle of the river where you can actually erect a
border pillar as you do on the land borders. Even most
of the char islands are temporary. These are taken away
by the river every few years the way it forms them,”
says Singh, pointing at a small char island about a km
away which used to be the original Mahamaya Char till
a few years ago.

With allegations of “large-scale” infiltration from
Bangladesh into Assam (India) through the unfenced
riverine boundary in Dhubri district in western Assam
coming daily from opposition parties, student bodies and
other groups, Singh and his men’s responsibility becomes
even more difficult. There are also allegations that the
BSF men take money to let Bangladeshis in. There was
definitely a time when infiltration took place in these
areas when the BSF had less strength, while back in
Guwahati chief minister Tarun Gogoi admits that influx
continues, though on a much lower scale than before.

The BSF’s Border Out-Post (BOP) in the middle of
the river here has a jurisdiction over 6.85 km of the
134-km Indo-Bangla border that comes under its Dhubri
sector. Singh’s ‘C’ has about 80 men here. While some
of them patrol the border on foot along the border line
on the char island that itself is about one km in length,
the majority of his men are on the mighty Brahmaputra,
on speed boats as well as country boats, with floods,
storms and fog creating massive hurdles during different
seasons of the year.

“Last fortnight’s massive floods inundated the entire
island including our BOP, forcing us to shift our entire
establishment to boats as the water level rose by about
three metres in a few days,” said Singh, as his men were
trying to wash the alluvial mud out of the BOP as the
water receded since Saturday. In winter it is extremely
cold and foggy, while in March-April it is the high-
velocity bardoichila storms that cause havoc, often taking
away the temporary structures that comprise the BSF’s
outposts in the virtual middle of nowhere in the vast
Brahmaputra.

The biggest next to the absence of a fence or border
pillar in the middle of the Brahmaputra (which last week
had become nearly 40 kms wide due to the floods) is
the absence of identity cards to ascertain the nationality
of the people living on the char islands. With no voter
identity card in place in Assam, the BSF has devised its
own way of keeping track of the people. (Voter photo
identity card was introduced in Assam much later.)

“Guarding the border on these char islands becomes
more difficult as the river keeps changing its course, in
the process washing away old chars and creating new
ones. This in turn compels the people to shift from one
char to another,” said Singh.

Every BOP of the BSF on this riverine border
maintains a “register of population” of the char islands
that exist within its jurisdiction. These registers not only
have details of people in every household, but even
statistics of cattle and other animals like sheep and buffalo
the families possess. A survey conducted by the Assam
Char Areas Development Authority a few years ago had
put the total population in 313 char islands on the
Brahmaputra in Dhubri district at 2,30,206.

In Katiyar-alga village in Mahamaya Char for instance
there are 361 persons in 53 households, while these
people possess 107 cows, 65 calves, 27 oxen, three
she-buffaloes, 58 goats and 125 sheep. Mullapara village
on the other hand has 1163 people in 164 households,
while Bherakhowa village has 533 persons in 84
households.

The BSF’s “register of population” also have details
like males, females, children, and their literacy status
and so on. Atoar Rahman’s (72) family in Katiyar-alga
village for instance, has 13 members, two of whom are
illiterate, while Muluk Chand’s (60) has 15 members,
two again being illiterate. All the people in these char
islands being poor Muslims a man often has more than
one wife, naturally leading to large family size. One
Azimuddin (65) of Old Mahamaya Char village for
instance has two wives and eleven children, with two
sons again having three kids each – the total adding up
to 22!

But the problem is that there are char islands on both
sides of the international boundary that runs through the
middle of the river. “And we have people with same
religion, language and culture on both sides. While we



cannot put pillars and fence, there is also no scope for
installing flood-lights as proposed. In the absence of any
identity card especially the voter identity card, we have
to stick to our own registers to check the people,” Singh
said.

Thus, every boat passing by is stopped and checked
by the BOPs as well as the fleet of speed-boats that the
BSF have, with the jawans frisking every individual
barring the women. “We are soon getting women
constables too,” informed Singh, an M Sc in mathematics
from Manipur University.

++++++++

Cross-border crimes
October 11, 2012:  
Coochbehar (North Bengal)

It was well past midnight. The hand-held thermal
image (HHTI) camera fitted in a BSF watch tower
suddenly records a movement across the barbed-wire
fence on the Indo-Bangla border some 50 metres away.
A group of people from the other side first send out a
small boy close to the border to find out whether the
BSF on the Indian side is alert. The BSF jawans lie still,
giving an impression that they are not around. The boy
waves his hand, and a group of about 10 people rush
towards the fence. Within a few seconds they set up an
improvised bamboo crane on their side and lower the
other end across the fence into India. The camera pans
right. Another group of men rush towards the fence from
the Indian side with about a dozen cattle. The cattle
already have ropes tied to their body. One by one, the
cows are hung to the improvised bamboo crane. So
quick is the operation that lifting one cow to the other
side takes just about six to seven seconds! 

“Cattle smuggling is one crime difficult even after
erecting barbed-wire fence along the international
boundary. Our men in the Coochbehar and Falakata
sectors have together seized as many as 11,840 cattle-
heads till October 2011 when the two sectors were
bifurcated. Between October 2011 and September
2012, we have seized 6562 cattle in the Coochbehar
sector alone,” DS Sandha, DIG of the Coochbehar
sector of BSF.

But, going by the manner the criminals on both sides
of the border keep on finding innovative ways, this figure
could be just a small fraction of the total number of cattle
smuggled out to Bangladesh, points out Sandha. The
reason is that, while DIG Sandha shows a clipping of
the HHTI recording on a fenced portion of the border,
the fact remains that of the 361.75 km international
border that the BSF’s Coochbehar and Falakata sectors
together handle, almost 165 kms are unfenced.

The reasons for these 165 kms remaining unfenced
are also several: (i) riverine border, (ii) objection by
Bangladesh on some stretches, (iii) presence of Indian
villages right on the zero line, (iv) enclaves with narrow
strips – chicken necks – linking them to their respective
country, and (v) enclaves – all belonging to Bangladesh
– within Indian territory with no link to that country.

Moreover, while the clipping Sandha ran showed only
cattle being sent across, there is a long list of items that
are smuggled across the international border. The in-
coming list includes fake Indian currency notes (FICN),
Bangladeshi currency, mini tractors, garments, goats, etc,
and of course human beings. Popular items on the out-
going list on the other hand include cattle, camels,
narcotics, bikes, fertilizer, steel, and phensidyle.

Between October 2011 and September 2012, BSF
jawans on the Bangladesh border with Coochbehar have
seized FICN worth Rs 6.32 lakh, which again could be
only a fraction of FICN actually pumped in through
Bangladesh into India by Pakistan. Likewise, the quantity
of outgoing items seized here in the past 12 months
includes 13,193 bottles of phensydile (worth Rs 9.52
lakh in India) and 239 kgs of ganja among others.

And then the apprehension of persons: exactly 100
Bangladeshi nationals either while coming in or trying to
trickle out, and 156 Indians while trying to either smuggle
out or smuggle in various items listed above. “Among
the 100 Bangladeshis we apprehended in the last twelve
months, a sizeable number were held while they were
returning to their country after completing seasonal
employment in brick kilns in UP and Bihar,” revealed
DIG Sandha. 

Cows are in great demand in Bangladesh, and the
trans-border smugglers’ network is so strong that cows
are being brought to the border districts from far-away
states like Rajasthan, Haryana, Punjab, Maharashtra and



Gujarat, Sandha informed. And, while they try to smuggle
out cattle even across the fence, imagine what must be
going on in the 164-km unfenced portion of the
international border in these two sectors, Coochbehar
and Falakata. For the record, the two BSF sectors in
North Bengal that run continuous to the Dhubri sector
in western Assam have a total border length of 361.755
kms, of which only 197 kms are fenced, leaving the
remaining 165 kms wide open.

“Moreover, while unfenced border is one challenge,
we also have 23 Bangladeshi enclaves inside our
territory and 14 Indian enclaves on the other side apart
from 47 Indian villages ahead of the fence and dozens
of others on the zero-line, making erecting of fence just
impossible even within 150 metres inside the border
inside our territory,” the DIG pointed out. 

+++++

Border in the village
October 25, 2012:
Dinhata (North Bengal)

At 74, Joykanta Barman, a subsistence farmer, is in
a state of total confusion. Head of a joint family of nine
souls, Barman faintly remembers the day India became
independent. But what he cannot ever forget is Partition,
an event that is synonymous with independence for them,
one that continues to haunt him even today 65 years
later.

“It was our misfortune that they drew the line
between India and Pakistan right along the boundary of
our house. But what has been happening in the past 10
years or more is even more unfortunate. They are trying
to erect a fence that will leave our entire village with 86
households outside India. How can this be allowed?
We have been living here for more than 14 generations,
and you want to push us out to Bangladesh?” asks
Barman with anger in his eyes.

A barbed-wire fence that is being erected 150 metres
inside Indian territory all along the border with
Bangladesh will actually leave hundreds of Indian villages
outside it, and Barman’s village Durganagar is one among
19 such villages in Coochbehar district in West Bengal.
Right now the border is just a line one needs to draw
between pillars that dot the countryside here, the one

right in front of Barman’s house being pillar number 960.
Across the road is Bhot-haat, a Bangladeshi village.

“It is the government’s headache how they construct
the fence. Right now we are already being exposed to
dacoity and theft and what not because of the open
border. Once they erect the fence and put us outside it,
we will be killed and looted in broad daylight itself,”
cries Barman. While the fence is being erected in the
states of Assam, Meghalaya, Tripura and Mizoram apart
from West Bengal, hundreds of families located on the
zero-line have been already shifted, with hundreds more
waiting to be removed.

Barman, or for that matter the residents of
Durganagar alone are not the only people who have
been living under a peculiar uncertainty in West Bengal.
Residents of Chota Garaljhora, a few kms northeast of
Durganagar, are in a more peculiar situation. While the
village protrudes into Bangladesh like a balloon, it does
have an 18.9-km long barbed-wire fence around it,
except for a 300-metre opening that connects it with
the rest of India through a 400-metre long corridor that
is just 23 metres wide at the narrowest point.

The road that connects Chota Garaljhora to Digaltari
is about 2.5 kms long and has remained kutcha for since
1947. The authorities are unable to continue the fence
along the two sides of the corridor because international
protocol does not permit such constructions within 150
metres from the zero line. Thus, the people there are
not only exposed to all kinds of trans-border crimes
despite having a fence almost all around their village,
but are also deprived of electricity since electric poles
too cannot be put up so close to the border.

“Pillar No 977/7-S is right on the edge of my land.
Protecting the cows has been a problem here for
decades. There have been instances of people from other
side reaping away our harvest at night. But what can I
do? I can’t leave my ancestral land and run away,” rues
Kasem Ali (38), father of four children. “And, because
the corridor is so narrow, we are also deprived of a
health centre too,” adds Asadul Sheikh (47), another
resident of Chota Garaljhora. The village however has
a primary school, but those in higher classes have to
travel at least 10 kms to the nearest high school. The
nearest government hospital on the other hand is about
23 kms away, and the nearest bus stop is at a distance
of about eight kms.



Paresh Chandra Rai-Sinha (60) of Digaltari village
too is a local resident living in a state of confusion for
several decades. “We keep hearing about the
government taking steps to complete the barbed-wire
fence all along the border. Then we hear of objections
from the other side. Often news also comes that several
villages like Durganagar will be left outside once the fence
comes up. I don’t think I will be able to see some
settlement during my lifetime,” rues Rai-Sinha who
incidentally works as an amin who measures land as a
profession.

BSF officials responsible for securing the border say
the enclave dwellers are in a state of “statelessness” with
no basic amenities. “Some of these enclaves, be they
on the Indian side or Bangladeshi, are safe havens for
smugglers. But the BSF cannot enter these enclaves
because of technical reasons,” said an officer. Seizure
and apprehension statistics prepared by the BSF are
enough to prove this point. Cross-border crimes are
more in the Coochbehar sector (171.315 kms, of which
24.085 kms are riverine) due to these enclaves as well
as villages that are located right on zero line, and this
despite joint patrolling by BSF and the Border Guards
of Bangladesh (BGB).

“The boundary being so zigzag that there is no scope
for erecting a fence inside 150 metres from the zero line
here. While the narrowest stretch of the corridor
connecting Chota Garaljhora is 23 metres, there are
some enclaves that are connected by stretches that are
even 10 metres in width,” said a BSF official.

But what is more interesting is that there are several
enclaves on either side of the border which are not at all
connected to their respective mother countries. Dakhin
Masaladanga for instance is a 160-acre Bangladeshi
enclave inside India with about 600 inhabitants. Close
by is Paschim Masaladanga, a 35-acre enclave, and
three others – Purba Masaladanga No 1, No 2, and
No 3, all belonging to Bangladesh – which have no
inhabitant, but the BSF have to allow people from across
the zero line to come in cultivate their land.

Prime ministers of both countries had last year signed
a protocol for exchange of 162 such enclaves, but that
has yet to become a reality. “We want an early
settlement. More than 65 years have passed since
independence and creation of East Pakistan which in

1972 became Bangladesh. But for us it has been the
same insecurity and uncertainty,” adds Kasemer Sheikh
(70) another Chota Garaljhora resident.

February 11, 2013:
UNC Nagar (Tripura)

Home outside the barbed-wire fence,
vote in India  

Afia Khatun (42) and Fatema Begum (41), both
members of the Matinagar panchayat under Boxanagar
rural development block in west Tripura have a peculiar
problem; their houses are located outside the barbed-
wire fence that is supposed to prevent infiltration and
smuggling across the India-Bangladesh boundary, and
once the fence is completed, they will be left at the mercy
of criminals from the other side.

“Thank allah the fence has not been completed as
yet. Once complete, we will have to either shift our
houses inside or live at the mercy of people of the
neighbouring country and exposed to all kinds of
criminals,” said Khatun, whose family is among 90-odd
more which are still located outside the upcoming fence,
with some houses right on the zero-line that is
demarcated by pillars agreed upon by both countries.
One such pillar – No 785/S – is located just behind
Khatun’s house.

Indian villagers along the India-Bangladesh border
have been victims of criminal elements from the other
side, with cattle-lifting and robbery remaining the biggest
problems. These people also easily become involved in
trans-border smuggling, with phensedyle, ganja and
cattle going out from this side, while fake Indian currency
notes get pumped in.

Political parties, including the incumbent CPI(M) and
the opposition Congress, have promised these families
land to shift their houses to villages inside the fence. “But
when it comes to reality, the government has failed to
provide us with land to shift,” rued Sarbat Ali, a former
panchayat member who happens to be Khatun’s father-
in-law, but is a die-hard Congress supporter.

While only a couple of days left for the Tripura
assembly election, no party has bothered to visit these
people to solicit their votes or look into their problems.
“There are about 200 voters outside the fence. But



neither Congress nor CPI(M) have found time to come
here,” complained Nantu Miya (19), a first-time voter,
who gave up school after Class VI and is now helping
the family in the field that is also located outside the
fence.

Sarbat Ali, or for that matter most people currently
located outside the barbed-wire border fence, also have
cultivable land between the fence and the zero-line. Once
the fence is complete and they shift their houses, the
people will be able to go out to work in their fields only
during fixed time by signing on the register that will be
placed at gates located at 500-metre intervals and
manned by BSF jawans.

“We may be Indian citizens, but we are heavily
dependent upon our neighbours across the border for
even the drinking water,” pointed out Md Rafique, a
maulavi at the local masjid which is also located outside
the fence. Rafique interestingly had worked as a driver
in Kuala Lumpur for five years before returning to join
the village mosque.

For the residents of this cluster of households under
UNC Nagar (Uttar Nabadwip Chandra Nagar), drinking
water is a big problem. “We cross the zero-line to fetch
water from a well that belongs to our neighbour in
Bangladesh. We also exchange vegetables for rice with
them,” panchayat member Afia Khatun has no hesitation
in saying.

With 730 kms out of Tripura’s 856-km boundary
with Bangladesh already fenced, over 45,000 people
have already shifted their houses inside. “But shifting is
not a joke, especially when you have to also purchase
land inside to build a new house. The government does
not give you compensation for shifting,” said Farouqe
Miya. Some people have however occupied
government land to rebuild their houses. “But there is
no more government land left,” Miya added.

August 8, 2013:
Guwahati

Catching them on the border

Even as the government claims that the India-
Bangladesh boundary has been mostly secured with
barbed-wire fence, flood-lights, border roads and
increased BSF outposts, infiltration, particularly in the

Guwahati Frontier continues, with statistics of persons
from the other side apprehended proving this.

The Border Security Force (BSF) has apprehended
as many as 181 Bangladeshi nationals while they had
trickled into India, or even while trying to get back to
their own country in just three sectors – Dhubri,
Coochbehar and Falakata – that comprise the Guwahati
Frontier since it was created in October 2011.

“Most of these persons caught had either illegally
crossed into India for staying back in the country, or
were involved in various kinds of trans-border crimes
including smuggling of cattle, phensidyle and other items,
and even in flushing fake Indian currency notes into our
country,” said a senior BSF official here today.

The Guwahati Frontier of BSF, carved out of the
erstwhile Assam-Meghalaya Frontier, comprises of
495.5 kms of India-Bangladesh border divided into
three sectors, Dhubri, Coochbehar and Falakata, the
last two being in North Bengal.

BSF statistics reveal that while 181 Bangladeshi
nationals were apprehended inside Indian territory and
handed over to the police in the respective districts in
these three sectors since October 2011, as many as
295 Indians were also apprehended for indulging in
cross-border crimes. The highest apprehensions were
in the 176-km Coochbehar sector, where the BSF held
146 Bangladeshis and 155 Indians between October
2011 and July 2013.

“There appears to be a network of touts who procure
cheap Bangladeshi labourers from the other side and
smuggle them despite our best efforts, especially through
the unfenced stretches which are mostly in the
Coochbehar and Falakata sectors in Bengal. Such
labourers find their way to all over India to work in
construction sites, brick kilns, agriculture fields,
coalmines and also as domestic helps,” said a senior
BSF officer here.

While the Bangladeshis apprehended by BSF and
handed over to the local police end up in jails with various
terms of imprisonment, they are then handed over to
Bangladesh on completion of their terms. “We had only
recently handed over one such person to the Border
Guards of Bangladesh (BGB) through the Dhubri sector,”
said the officer.



But what is interesting is that as many as 47
Bangladeshi nationals who have completed their prison
terms after having been convicted following apprehension
by the BSF, are yet to be sent back because Bangladesh
is not willing to accept them.

“The BGB is reluctant to take them back. They want
the persons to be routed through the diplomatic
channel,” the BSF officer said. While there should be
several hundred Bangladeshis lodged in different jails in
Assam and West Bengal following their apprehension
by the BSF, 47 are awaiting deportation after having
completed their jail terms.

February 14, 2013:
Agartala

Dreams of the young boys
Twenty-two year old Ebrahim Miya, who belongs

to a family whose house is located between the zero-
line and the barbed-wire fence that is coming up along
the India-Bangladesh border Sepahijala district in
western Tripura, is waiting for a passport. “Once the
passport arrives, my father will arrange a visa for me to
travel to Saudi Arabia where a job is waiting for me,”
says the youth.

About a dozen young men like him from three or
four villages there have already made it to Saudi Arabia
and other countries in the Middle-East where they have
found employment, mostly as cooks, domestic helps,
salesmen, porters and drivers. “My father Subal Miya
has been working as a salesman in a shop in Saudi Arabia
for the past nine years, and he has told me that there are
plenty of jobs available there,” Ebrahim, who dropped
out of school in Class V several years ago, said.

What Subal Miya gets as salary in Saudi Arabia every
month is around Rs 14000 in Indian currency. “Neither
do we have enough land, nor is there any job for drop-
outs like me here,” says Ebrahim, pointing out that his
father sends home Rs 8000 per month. The small plot
of land that the family owns in Uttamchandra Nagar
village will be soon outside the barbed-wire fence that
will be completed in a couple of months, forcing the
family to shift their house to some government forest
land inside. About 730 kms out of Tripura’s 856-km
boundary with Bangladesh has been already fenced, the
remainder still wide open.

One person who has been inspiring the drop-outs of
the village is Md Rafique (45), a maulavi attached to the
village mosque, who had himself spent six years in Kuala
Lumpur, where he had worked as a driver. “I had to
come back because I had some problems in the family.
But these young boys have their entire life before them.
All that they require is a passport. Recruitment agencies
are waiting to guide them to different countries,” said
Rafique.

“I am happy that two of my three sons had acquired
passports and are now working in Saudi Arabia. Both
of them work in some company there,” said Ohid Miya,
pointing out that his high school drop-out sons send
home Rs 10,000 each a month.

In adjoining Durgapur village, where work on the
barbed-wire fence has not yet taken off because of
protests by the local residents, three brothers from the
same family are all working in restaurants abroad.
“Nazrul Islam is working in Italy while Monirul Islam
and Suhel Miya are working in Oman,” said there
nephew  Md Musarraf Hussain (25), an unemployed
youth who holds a BA degree apart from a one-year
diploma in computer applications.

“There are at least a dozen persons from our area in
different countries,” said Musarraf, who however is not
inclined to go abroad. “I have been told there are no
jobs for graduates abroad. They mostly look for people
to work at lower levels, like labourers, cleaners,
watchmen, salesmen and domestic helps,” said he.
Musarraf, whose family has been supporting the
Congress, is expecting a change in government in the
just-concluded elections because Rahul Gandhi has
promised a job for one person from each family. 

Young men, mostly middle and high school drop-
outs going abroad to work is a recent phenomenon in
Tripura. “This trend has started in the past five or six
years. Recruitment agencies look for such boys so that
they can employ them at very low wages and put them
to all kinds of work,” said Jayanta Choudhury, a senior
lecturer in Tripura University, who is also coordinator
of the Centre for Rural Studies.

“Though there is no official estimate or data about
such migration, I am sure that around 10,000 boys must
have already found there way out to different countries,
mostly in the Middle-East,” said Choudhury. If a



recruitment agency can pick up one boy from one village,
then the chain becomes easy,” he added.

But what Choudhury suspects is that a number of
boys especially from villages along the India-Bangladesh
border must be sneaking out to Bangladesh and then
traveling abroad with Bangladeshi passports. “Going out
to Bangladesh, and for that matter coming in to India is
still very easy in some villages in Tripura, where the
barbed-wire border fence is yet to be completed. A
couple of weeks ago when I was in Dhaka I found
hundreds of young men waiting to board flights bound
for different Middle-East destinations, with people from
recruitment agencies guiding them in the formalities. I
am sure there were some boys from Tripura too,”
Choudhury said.

“Several factors are at work. While unemployment
and poverty are the two main push factor, the border
fence that is coming up is also one. Once the fence is
complete, smuggling and other illegal trans-border
activities will drastically come down. What will these
boys, a sizeable number of whom are currently involved
in these activities, do then?” asks Choudhury.  

Working in foreign countries is difficult. “Three years
ago, one 26-year old youth called Nimai Paul from a
village near Sonamura died a mysterious death,” said
Choudhury. Nimai hailed from a poor family and flew
to Saudi Arabia as a worker in September 2009, but in
February 2010, six months after his departure to that
country, he reportedly met with an accident and died.
His body was finally brought back only in June 2010.

Agrees noted Guwahati-based economist Amiya
Sharma, who is currently executive director of Rashtriya
Gramin Vikash Nidhi (RGVN). “Moving around in rural
areas in different states including Tripura, we often hear
people talking about sending their boys abroad for work.
This is more so in pockets inhabited by people belonging
to the religious minority community,” said Sharma, who
is currently doing a study on large-scale migration of
young people from different Northeastern states to seek
jobs in other regions of the country. 

(Collation of reports by Samudra Gupta Kashyap
published in The Indian Express)



Ramraikuti Satra of Satrasal
The sentinel of India

Jitendra Nath Pradhani,  Satradhikar
President, Asom Satra Mahasava

One following the misrule of Ahom King, Dujana
Guru Sankar Madhab alongwith the disciples reached
Chinpara at Barpeta. Here Guru Sankar established a
Satra. The then famous merchant Bhabananda got ini-
tiation from Jagatguru. Later on, he became well known
as Narayan Das Thakur Ata and became the chief agent
for peopagation of Namgharna in the Kamrup Rajya,
Again, after some time, Guru Sankar shifted to Patbaushi
in Barpeta. There also he established another Satra
known as Patbaushi Satra. And Guru Sankar lived there
for a long period at Patbaushi Satra.

During this time, king Naranarayan stayed at
Dinga Nagar now Sarbhog, with his brother Bir Chilarai.
By this time a Royal proposal reached Ramrai Ata that
Bir Chilarai wished to marry Kamala Priya (Aai
Bhubaneswari) daughter of Ramrai Ata. Ramrai Ata was
the cousin of Sankardev. Any way, he became puzzled
at this Royal proposal, because this marriage was against
the prevailed custom of the society as the bridegroom
was Koch in caste and bride was Kayastha. On the
other hand, he had no means to oppose the Royal pro-
posal. So he rushed to Guru Sankar for advice, who
was elder and chief of the Bhuyan Bansa. Hearing this
proposal, immediately Sankar Dev endorsed it and
asked him to accept the Royal proposal. Then Ramrai
Ata sent his consent to Royal House. And it was de-
cided that both the parties will set out from their re-
spective places by the river path and at the meeting place
the marriage ceremony would be held. Accordingly on
an auspicious day, Bir Chilarai started towards east with
Royal group through the Torsa river. Guru Sankar Dev,

Rai Ata also alongwith the bride and other devotees
sailed to the west. Ultimately both the parties met on
the river Sankosh, now in Bangladesh known as
Dudhkumar. Then they entered through an affluent for
suitable venue for performing the marriage ceremony,
Both the parties tied their boats on the tree of the
Dillednia-cea (Elephant apple tree). And till now, the
tree stands in the indo-Bangla International Border bear-
ing the holy & historic memory of the noble union. It is
also strange that for the distance of fifty meters the tree
has not fallen inside the land of Bangladesh. It is nothing
but the blessings of Guru Sankardev. After all, they laid
the venue of marriage ceremony at some sort of dis-
tance from the tree. Guru Sankardev first of all founded
the Holy Thapana and lit the banti of Guru Dharma and
did Namprasanga with the Vaktas. Thus the Satra was
founded known as Sri Sri Dham Ramrai Kuthi Satra.
Then Ram Rai Ata endowed her daughter Kamala Priya
(Aai Bhubaneswari) to Chilarai. To mark this marriage
ceremony, Guru Sankar Dev staged Kaliya Daman
Vaona with the devotees. After this historic marriage,
Koch king Naranarayan donated a Mouza consisting
of 1429 bighas of land and a chariot Ramrai Ata. Now
it is a revenue village of Assam Government. The Satra
also known as Ramrai Kuthi Satra at Satrasal. The Rath
(chariot) of the Satra is valuable asset which is rare
throughout India.

Since then, the Satra is existing and keeping the
Satriya culture and historic heritage. The Akshay Vanti
(Eternal Flame) is lighting which was lit by Guru Sankar.

India became free from British rule in 1947 and



Mother India got her Independence, but the sorrowful
fruits are that the Country got divided to West Pakisthan,
East Pakisthan (Bangladesh) and India. The curse of
the dividation, we the people of India have to suffer.
The Satra and its people also had to face so many crisis
due to partition of India-firing, cow lifting, hit of the bul-
lets of East Pakisthan during 1969, the refugee problem
during the creation of Bangladesh and again firing dur-
ing the erection of Barber fencing. A Satra devotee Nitai
Sen lost his life at the bullet of Bangladesh. After parti-
tion we lost some other Satras like Paidanga, Baraitari
etc.

Yet with such calamities, the Satra is preserving
culture & heritage at a distance of 500 metres away
from Bangladesh border. So also in the western side,
the Satra is geting Cooch Bihar District of West Bengal.
Now it is standing in the Indo-Bangla border, a remote
distance of western corner of Assam, with a distance of
313 k.m from Guwahati and 45 k.m. from Head Quar-
ter Dhubri. Though the B.S.F. is watching day and night,
yet some times the Bangladesh try to disturb the people
living in the other side of, Assam. As a result people
have to suffer immensely.

Till 1957 the  Satra got the Patronage of Zamindar
of Gauripur. After abolishing of the Zamindari, Satra had
lost the help of Zamindar. And the Govt. also acquired
the land of Satra. And since then, Govt. of Assam is
giving only Rs. 4,395/- yearly. (Four thousand three
hundred ninty five) only.

Yet with such calamities, the Satra is preserving
the Satriya Culture and heritage in the most troubled
border area. The Akhsayd Banti of Guru is still flaming.
The satra is also known as satrasal. Hence it is Sentinel
of our Mother India and glory of ours. Because as its
meaning of the name gives it is probably the oldest
Vashnavite monestary standing at the International Bor-
ders in India. Its name Satra meaning the mopnestary
and Sal meaning the covering also reflects its identity in
border. As long as protection, promotion and patron-
age  of the Satra will remain, the Sal meaning Interna-
tional Border is also safe in this region. It is probably in
this context that Satrasal has st6rong endorsement to
the aims and objectives of “Seemanta Chetana Mancha”.
Ideally and activitywise joining hands together we can
definitely make a difference



Know Your Enemy and Your Adversary
Know The Fault Lines

By Lt Gen (Dr) D B Shekatkar

"If you know your adversary and enemy; and if you
can deter them, you can live in peace for 100 years".
Above directive is given in Chanakya Niti.  Unfortunately,
in India, since we are over influenced by Western
philosophy of Governance, war, and conflict we ignore
our own teaching. Pakistan's Government, Armed
forces, ISI, Jihadist do not follow western concepts of
war.  After their defeat in war against India in 1965 and
1971, they have switched over to "Jihadi concepts of
war" and have evolved a philosophy, and strategy of
"Bleed India by Thousand Cuts".  Terrorism in J&K,
terrorism in other parts of India, emergence of SIMI,
HUJI and other terrorist and fundamentalist organisations,
as well as their spread of influence and activities is part
of Jihadi concepts of war.  Kargil war, attack on India's
Parliament, attack on Mumbai on 26/11, attack on
Pathankot Air Base are all part of Jihadi concepts of
war and bleed India by thousand cuts.

Same holds good for China too.  Chinese do not
follow the philosophy of western concepts of war. The
Chinese philosophy of war is based on Chinese
traditional concepts, Mao's thoughts, Peoples War.  As
the people of the targeted country to fight with the
established government and use conventional force in
the final phase of the conflict.  Insurgency in Nagaland,
Manipur since 1952, Insurgency in Tripura, ULFA,
BODO insurgency in Assam since 1978 are all part of
Chinese concept of People's War. Naxalism, Maoism
in India, conceptualized, instigated, sustained, financed
and directed by China using Communist Party of India
specially CPI(ML) are all part of Chinese philosophy
of war.  Chinese army in Laddakh, PLA's increasing
presence and influence in Pakistan occupied Kashmir
(POK), increasing influence of China in Pakistan and
Afghanistan are part of Chinese doctrine and philosophy.

Despite often repeated statements by Chinese
leadership about relations with Pakistan that friendship

between China and Pakistan is higher than Mount
Everest, deeper than Arabian Sea and sweeter than
Honey, the harsh fact is, that Chinese do not trust
Pakistan. Chinese are convinced that Pakistan army,
Pakistan Government, ISI, Fundamentalist can never
be and should never be trusted. Having learnt from
America's experience in dealing with Pakistan since 2001
(9/11 and attack by America on Afghanistan) and
betrayal of trust by Pakistan); where in Pakistan earned
billions of dollars from America, and continues to make
money even today and get military technology, hardware,
aircraft, guns on the pretext of fighting terrorists (who
are organized, trained, equipped, motivated,
indoctrinated, directed and controlled by Pakistan to
fight against Americans in Afghanistan and elsewhere).
Both Americans and Chinese are convinced that
Pakistan's government, army, ISI, fundamentalists and
Jihadist can never be trusted and depended upon. It is
unfortunate that in the bargain peoples of Pakistan, young
generation of Pakistan have been suffering and will
continue to suffer till they remain under the influence and
control of Pakistan army, Jihadist and fundamentalists.
It is up to the people of Pakistan specially the youth do
decide as to how long they wish to suffer.

Similarly, it is up to the people of India to decide as
to how long they wish to suffer from Jihadi philosophy
of Pakistan to bleed India by thousand cuts and Chinese
philosophy of war and international governance.  This
seems to be some welcome change in the thinking of
Government of India since 2015.  Let us hope for the
best.

India's people and the government must understand
and accept clearly that "conventional Response to
unconventional war" will never work.  To fight Terrorism
successfully by conventional means and combat force,
means and mechanism is to accept defeat in advance.
Americans and western nations have not succeeded in



Vietnam, Afghanistan, Iraq.  They will not succeed in
Syria and Libya too.  Americans will never-never
succeed in combating, eliminating terrorism only by using
airpower, conventional combat power and mechanism.
If the Americans and western powers do not change
their philosophy and strategy of combating terrorism,
terrorism will continue to spread like cancer. It has already
hit America, it will be harming America and America's
interests across the world, forcing the coming American
generations to suffer and suffer.

Terrorism must be combated and eliminated by
"Counter Terrorism" and "Anti-Terrorism".  Proxy war
must be fought and won by Proxy war and proxy means
and mechanism. Cross border terrorism cannot be
successfully fought only by lighting candles. Cross border
terrorism cannot be fought by drawing Laxman Rekha
around our forces. Terrorist, fundamentalists and Jihadist
do not recognize and respect borders and line of control.
There is therefore a need for India to "revisit" the doctrine,
philosophy and strategy of combating terrorism and
insurgency, proxy war and people's war.  We have
suffered enough for 56 years.  We have to now decided,
should we continue to suffer in future too, accept defeat
after defeat, humiliation and destruction for next 50
years?  There are some changes since 2015 in the
philosophy of National Governance, International
Relations, National Defence and National Security.  It
is hoped that policy formulators, decision makers,
Security and intelligence agencies and defence
mechanism will understand and accept that "you cannot
outsource the war or combat.  Every nation must fight
its own war.  You cannot outsource national defence
and national security.  No national will fight India's war,
to guard India's national interest".  Only Incompetent,
incapable, inefficient experts and wise people outsource
their national security and national defence to someone
else.  This is a harsh truth.

Need to identify, examine, analyse; the inadequacies,
weaknesses (fault lines) of our adversary and enemy

While it is essential to know the strength, source of
strength and combat endurance of our enemy and
adversary; as per Chanakya Niti, it is more important
to know and exploit the weakness, inadequacies, and
fault lines of the enemy of adversary.

Both China and Pakistan claim to have deep rooted

relationship, strategic alliance, and dependency, there is
very little common between china and Pakistan (so is
the case between USA and Pakistan), history, culture,
sociology, religion, food, fashion and so on. The only
meeting point and common interest is Anti India thought
process and Anti Indian designs!  China has her own
limitations as far as international intervention with combat
power or combat diplomacy is concern.  By exporting
terrorism and clandestine mechanism for exporting and
proliferating nuclear technology, Pakistan has created a
constituency for herself among terrorist, Jihadi,
fundamentalist and disruptive elements across the world
specially in Middle East and Europe!  No power on this
earth has been able to detect and prevent the flow of
terrorism and nuclear technology originating from
Pakistan! Unfortunately, due to extra kindness of policy
formulators and policy implementers in India, we allowed
China a role much bigger than her shape and size.  The
membership of Security council of United Nations.
Successive leadership in China, have never hesitated in
the past nor will hesitate in future, to use all powers
against India and more so to protect and further
Pakistan's destructive as well disruptive capacity and
capabilities, potential and endurance to destablise the
neighbors (Iran, Afghanistan and India) as well as Middle
East and Europe. China is using Pakistan as "proxy".
Chinese never realized that destructive capabilities and
capacity of Pakistan will hurt China badly.  It has now
become a reality, the western flank of China is disturbed
and unstable.  It is bound to break up from China one
day.  China recognized and accepts Pakistan's
destructive value and hence of late adopted policy of
allurement, and appeasement of Pakistan. China has
reasonably succeeded by taking out Pakistan from
America's influence and remote control.  Magnetic force
of China seems to be more powerful than USA to attract
Pakistan under China's influence and control and detach
it from USA.  Keeping India internally unstable, unsecure
and engaged in internal security is the "grand strategy"
and "strategic alliance" as well as strategic partnership
of Pakistan and China!

China and North Korea have given nuclear
technology and the Nuclear Bomb to Pakistan. Pakistan
claims officially that nuclear bombs of Pakistan are to
be used "Only Against India".  Pakistan claims that there



is only one enemy across the world and that is India!!
Pakistan's leadership deliberately called it "Islamic
Bomb", To get financial support from countries of Middle
East and North African region, mainly Saudi Arabia,
UAE and Libya.  Pakistan's government Army and ISI
carefully and conveniently allowed smuggling of Nuclear
Technology and proliferation to many countries in the
world.  I have no hesitation what so ever to state clearly
that the same smuggled technology will cause
unacceptable harm and destruction to all those countries
without any exception, who supported, sustained,
financed Pakistan's nuclear Misadventure. The coming
generations of Pakistan will pay a very high price for the
misadventure of Pakistan's Military and political
leadership, and fundamentalist and Jihadi guards and
guardians of Pakistan.  Both China and Saudi Arabia
will be subjected to Nuclear Blackmail.  Even USA and
western world will not remain untouched!

Pakistan has different concept of sovereignty for
different countries it is dealing with. Due to India-China
boundary dispute and China's help to insurgents in North
East India, Maoists and Naxalites, and China's capacity,
capability for encirclement of India, Pakistan has given
"special status" to China.  Pakistan has also placed both
UAE and Saudi Arabia in "special category". Pakistan
considers America as "Milking cow" with great capacity
and endurance to use Pakistan's Government, Army,
ISI, Jihadist and most important of all Pakistan's territory
and infrastructure for furtherance of America's interests
in Afghanistan and beyond in Central Asian Region,
guard Western flank of China, create instability in Iran
and destabilize Eastern flank of Iran and of course keep
Pakistan as a counter to India.  Pakistan has been a
most trusted partners of USA, against India for decade.
There seems to be some change of heart of late.
Pakistan will remain useful to USA against China also.
America has never appreciated a strong, stable, secured
and influential India. It is questionable if America's
national philosophy, Doctrine and strategy to deal with
India will change in next two decades. It is not the people
of America but the governing mechanism, security system
and strategic community which creates obstruction for
India.  This is a bitter truth.  India must evolve a "doctrine
and strategy" to deal with emerging situation.  I can say
with certainly that Pakistan - America's partner in 'War

on Terrorism' will soon be punished by America at the
western world.  India has to be very careful.

China, Saudi Arabia, UAE will continue to use
Pakistan in every aspect to degrade America's influence
and presence in Afghanistan and beyond.  America has
different concept of sovereignty of Pakistan.  America's
Armed forces, special force, Air force, CIA, can carry
out air attacks, accidental air bombing, drone attacks,
carry out raids with in Pakistan as long as the flow of
dollars from USA to Pakistan continues along with
America's supplies on the pretext of combating terrorism
and protect America's interests in Afghanistan.

It is high time for India to use our "Soft Power" against
hard power of Pakistan, by convincing the young
generation of Pakistan about the futility of conflict with
India.  Pakistan has tried this for over 65 years and can
continue to do so for next 650 years.  Pakistan has
gained nothing except its own destruction and
disintegration.  How long the rulers of Pakistan intent to
destroy the future, peace, stability and progress of
coming generations of Pakistan??

The weakness, fault lines of Pakistan are as follows:
Over influence of religious fundamentalists on the

society, especially uneducated youth.
Over dependence of Pak Army, ISI and the

government on Jihadi groups and Terrorists and "deep
and strategic asset".

Outsourcing Pakistan's defence and security to Jihadi
groups and terrorists.

Hatred and distrust of people of Pakistan towards
Punjabi Muslims (dominant and ruling class of Pakistan).

Unrest in Sindh, desire for independence.
Unrest in Baluchistan, desire for independence.
Unrest in Khyber Pakhtoonwa (NWFP), Desire for

independence and amalgamation with Afghanistan.
Desire for independence in Gilgit and Baltistan region.
Under development in Pakistan occupied Jammu &

Kashmir region (POK).
Over dependence on China for Pakistan's defence

and security.
Over dependence on Saudi Arabia, UAE and Middle

East for economic survival and energy.
Over dependence on USA for combat power and

support.
Distrust, mistrust, and hatred towards Pakistan in



USA for betrayed of trust and faith placed by USA on
Pakistan.

Smuggled Nuclear technology to other countries
which will reach back Pakistan one day and destroy
Pakistan. The nuclear scientists and technologists baring
few have disappeared in thin air having supplied the
technology in a clandestine manner to many countries in
Middle East and North Africa.

Corruption and poverty of Pakistan.
Unrest among young generation.
Disrespect and ill treatment of ladies and young girls.
Arrogance of Jihadi, Terrorist power and over

dependence on Jihadi concepts of war.
There is a strong possibility of further disintegration

and dismemberment of Pakistan by western powers.
India has to be very careful. Further disintegration of
Pakistan will not be in "India's Long term strategic
interests".

Religiously indoctrinated youth can turn against
Pakistan itself.  There are enough indications and
incidents in last five years.

The Fault Lines in China are:
Dissatisfied and uncontrolled youth.
Indoctrinated young generation, which can be

dangerous in the long run.
Regional imbalance in development and prosperity.
Poverty in interior part of China.
Corruption at all levels.
Learning and attraction towards western life style and

culture.
Tibet and East Turkmenistan Islamic Movement

(ETIM), which has taken on Chinese government and
army in the western part of China (Xinjiang Province)
and has established base in Pakistan.

No neighboring country including North Korea trusts
China's Leadership.  China has created more adversaries
in neighborhood than friends.

Smaller nations are now standing up to China's
hegemony.

China's vulnerability in South China sea and Pacific
Ocean.

Fear and possibility of internal unrest in different parts
of China.

Over dependence of China on Export oriented
economy. Export consumer goods.

Over dependence of China on Missile and Nuclear
technology.

People's Liberation Army of China is combat oriented
army as yet.  People's war culture still prevails.

Pro American youth.  Loss of faith of young
generation in Chinese way of life and philosophy.

Aging population.
Suspicion about China's ambitions in western world

and Middle East.
Possibility of Chinese and Russian partnership against

western world and to establish influence in Middle East.
Disliking, distrust and mistrust about China in Africa

continent. Apprehensions of Western world about
China's control over natural resources and minerals in
Africa; required to sustain Industrial growth in Western
World.

Let us remember the Chanaky's philosophy
(Chanakya Niti):"If you know your enemy and adversary
and if you can deter them, only then you can live in peace
for 100 years".

There is an urgent need to evolve India's vision,
philosophy, doctrine and strategy, which will suggest a
practical approach to deal with Asymmetric war
launched on India.  India needs Chanakyas in every
aspect of governance, security and defence.  Chanakya
like Shri P V Narsimha Rao the Prime Minister of India
who steered India out of trouble successfully.  India
needs to be very careful of self-styled, self-propagated,
self-appointed analysts, experts who are over influenced
by western philosophy and western concepts of
governance, thinking, life and culture. There is a need to
look at the world from India's point of view. India's
national interests, stability, peace and prosperity; must
remain supreme. Not the philosophy and concepts of
sailing India abroad but to project India to the world.
There are no runner up or silver Medalist in war,
Defence and National Security.  Winner is the only
winner everyone else are losers!!!

(The above views are of the author only.)



A PERSPECTIVE ON INDIA'S BORDERS

R.N. RAVI
Chairman, JIC

The primary responsibility of the government of a
country is protection of its territorial integrity.  It is the
crucial element of a nation's sovereignty.  Threats to the
territorial integrity of a country mostly arise from exter-
nal aggressions on its geographic frontiers although there
are examples of such threats emanating from civil wars
and subverted population in the hinterland also. In the
context of India, when we talk about border, we often
mean its political boundary that we inherited soon after
the independence from the British, although the cultural
India, since at least over 2500 years, have been much
larger - most of the South East Asia to the East, Hindu
Khush range to the West, Tibet to the North and Sri
Lanka to the South.  Much of it had been part of the
political India in varying degrees at some or other pe-
riod in the past. A large chunk of India was lost to a
British machination. While leaving the country they
hacked off large parts of Punjab and Bengal to form
Pakistan.

India, after the British truncated it, has land border
of 15,106.7 km with seven countries - Afghanistan,
China, Nepal, Bhutan, Myanmar, Bangladesh and Pa-
kistan. The northern border of India comprises 106 km
with Afghanistan, 3488 km with China extending
fromtrijunction with Afghanistan and China in the West
to the tri-junction with Tibet (China) and Myanmar in
the East, 1751 km with Nepal and 699 km with Bhutan.
The eastern border with Myanmar is 1643 km. With
Pakistan our border is 3323 km and with Bangladesh
4096.7 km. We have one of the longest coastlines of
7516.6 km. Our maritime border extends to Bangladesh,
Myanmar, Malaysia and Indonesia in the East and Sri
Lanka and Maldives in the South.  A string of over 836
islands extending about 800km north to south in the East
comprises our Andaman & Nicobar Islands chain strad-
dling the Bay of Bengal, the Andaman Sea and the In-

dian Ocean. The archipelago of over 32 islands extend-
ing about 500 km north to south comprises our
Lakshadweep and Minicoy islands. Besides, we have
over 400 small islands or islets in Bay of Bengal and
Arabian Sea.  India's territorial water extends to over
16 lakhs sq. km and its Exclusive EconomicZone en-
compasses over 2 million sq. km sea.

Absence of strategic clarity about India's frontiers in
the Government of India during the initial years of inde-
pendence and resultant absence of a firm policy and
political will to safeguard them encouraged some divi-
sive forces that led to vivisection of India at the time of
Independence and encouraged our hostile neighbours,
soon after independence, to grab large chunks of our
territory. Pakistan grabbed a large part of Jammu &
Kashmir including Gilgit and Baltistan in October 1947
and later ceded over 5000 sq. km Shaksgam Valley of
Ladakh in Jammu & Kashmir to China in 1963.  China
grabbed Aksai Chin comprising about 35000 sq. km
area of Ladakh, inflicted a humiliating border war in 1962
and staked claim over entire Arunachal Pradesh upto
Lohit in the East.  Pakistan continued, from time to time,
with its mischief to grab Jammu & Kashmir.

In the East, cry of the Chittagong Hill Tracts(CHTs)
people to be part of India instead of Pakistan and their
vigorous protests against the British mischief for its in-
clusion in Pakistan at the time of Independence did not
attract adequate attention of India's national leaders.
Disregarding the overwhelming popular sentiment  and
inconsistent with the Muslim League's ideology that
Muslims could not live with others, the Chittagong Hill
Tracts of Bengal with Buddhist population were merged
with Pakistan on a spurious ground that East Pakistan
needed a land connectivity with Burma. The people of
CHT rebelled but it was militarily crushed by Pakistan.



The border with East Pakistan remained un-demar-
cated until recently, largely on account of a number of
enclaves of each country in the adverse possession of
the other.  It goes to the credit of Prime Minister
NarendraModi that we have finally settled our border
issue with Bangladesh.

Our hostile neighbours could nibble at our borders
practically because India, though a large country, the
second largest in terms of demography, was for long,
perceived a passive countryunable or unwilling to punch
consistent with its weight when it came to protection of
its crucial national interests against external forces.

The primary challenge of our border is lack of ad-
equate outreach to the people of the border region by
the Government and the Indian society.  The border
people feel abandoned both by the Government and
the countrymen. Their geographic distance between them
and the centres of national power has created emotional
distance between them and the rest of the country.  Many
of our border people, even after over six decades of
Independence, are not sufficiently conscious of the idea
of India and Indianness. It makes them vulnerable to
subversions and exploitations by our adversaries.

After China attacked India in 1962, the Government
of India understood the strategic relevance of empow-
ering the border people and bridging the emotional dis-
tance. Special Services Bureau (SSB) was created in
1963 as an important instrument for this purpose.  It
comprised of young men and women imbued with strong
sense of service and nationalism and skilled in various
aspects of life that affect the border people. It had doc-
tors and paramedics to provide emergency healthcare
and raise awareness about health issues among the bor-
der people.  It had veterinary doctors and para-vets to
assist the people in improving the quality of their live-
stock which traditionally has been the primary source
of their livelihood.  It conducted basic literacy classes
for the people especially the adults who had no access
to formal education.  It imparted vocational training in
livelihood trades including piggery, poultry, beekeep-
ing, tailoring, masala making, basic welding and electri-
cal works, motor driving, fruit preservation etc.  The

men and women of the SSB gave the border youth train-
ing in physical fitness and self-defence.  They helped
villagers forming sports clubs and arrange sports com-
petitions to build the spirit de corps. Its men and women
lived with the border people as one among them, as
friends, philosophers and guides.

SSB did outstanding job of empowering border
people and emotionally integrating them with the nation's
mainstream wherever they were deployed. However,
all these ended in 2001when it was transformed into
one of the Central Armed Police Forces for guarding
Nepal and Bhutan borders. It was renamed
SashatraSeema Bal. Its roles got militarised, its ethos
changed and so did increaseits distance from the people.
There are ample reasons for Government of India to
revisit the decision to discontinue the earlier roles of the
SSB as they are much relevant today as they were in
the past.

Deep stealthy intrusion by Pak Army in Ladakh
during 1998-99winter once again jolted the Govern-
ment of India to review our border management.  The
Kargil Review Committee constituted in the aftermath
of the Kargil War with Pakistan underscored once again
the vulnerabilities of our borders and recommended a
comprehensive security review of the existing border
management system.  The Group of Ministers consti-
tuted to look into the entire gamut of national security
constituted a committee of experts to review the border
management.  Based on their suggestions, the GoM rec-
ommended creation of a separate border management
division in the Ministry of Home Affairs, Government of
India.  In appreciation of importance of the borders in
our national security management, the Border Manage-
ment Division in MHA is headed by a senior officer of
the rank of Secretary to the Government of India.  Over
the years its role has expanded beyond border security
administration.  Today it is the Nodal Ministry of the
Government of India for planning and implementation
of the Border Area Development Programme (BADP)
for comprehensive development of the border areas and
border people.

The Government of India has issued detailed guide-



lines for the BADP in June 2015. The objective of the
BADP is to meet special development needs and well-
being of the border people and saturate the border ar-
eas with the entire essential infrastructure through con-
vergence of Central/State/BADP/local schemes and par-
ticipatory approach.  It is a 100 percent centrally funded
programme.  In view of the special needs, 40% of the
total allocation under this programme is for the border
people of the North Eastern States.

The BADP is comprehensive in its scope. It covers
infrastructure needs including roads, bridges, culverts,
footpaths in border  areas having no road connectivity,
supply of safe drinking water to the border
people,constructing and equipping Primary Health Cen-
tres, mobile dispensaries including accommodation for
doctors and paramedics, activities under agriculture and
allied sectors, building community centres including com-
mon shelters for old and handicapped, electricity, tran-
sit camps, farmer sheds with toilet facility, capacity build-
ing and skill development including tourism and hospi-
tality, building toilets particularly for ladies, building
schools, residential schools, libraries, computer, science
and laboratory rooms, houses for doctors and teachers
and hostels for students, building sports facilities includ-
ing play fields, mini stadium etc. etc.

The BADP is implemented through the three level
committees - District level at the grassroot, State level
and at the Central Government level.  In view of the fact
that our border people are not adequately equipped to
take full advantage of these schemes, the Border Guard-
ing Force in each border who are expected to be close
to the border people have been entrusted to play an
important role in implementation of BADP.  Ten per-
cent of the fund is to be used on the schemes suggested
by the Border Guarding Forces. They are also member

of the District Level Committees.

The full potential of the BADP, however, can only
be realised if there is active participation of the people
of the border areas.  It is they who know their require-
ments best.  It is important that the Civil Societies dedi-
cated to public service like SeemantChetnaManch, play
active roles in handholding the border people right from
identification of the projects to monitoring their imple-
mentation.

While the Government broadly tends to look at the
border as our nation's strategic frontiers and takes mea-
sures in terms overcoming the strategic vulnerabilities, it
is the countrymen and the civil society that can reach
out to the border people as their kith and kin. The na-
tion is not built by the government alone.  In fact the
nation is built by its people and the society. It is our
countrymen and civil Societies that have the potential to
turn our frontier people into our soulmates.

The border people are our first line of defence against
any nefarious design of our external enemies. Be it in-
duction of terrorists or terrorist wares including arms
and explosives from across the border for launching ter-
ror attacks like attacks on Mumbai, Pathankot etc., or
armed insurgency in the North East and Jammu & Kash-
mir, smuggling of narcotics and drugs to contaminate
and spoil our youth, smuggling Fake Indian Currency
Notes (FICN) to subvert our economy or infiltration of
illegal migrants to distort our demography and create
social tensions, all these threats can only be neutralised
with the active participation of border people.

The frontiers of India can be secured only by secur-
ing the physical and emotional needs of our border
people and strengthening their sense of belonging to the
much larger Indian family.



Atri Muni's Ashram
Robertson Tanti

Bogamati Sector,
Seemanta Chetana Manch, Purbottar

One of the oldest and most vattractively maintained hermitages in Indo-Bhutan Border Areas of nAssam is the
Atri Muni's Ashram. Attareekhat is a very picturesque garden with a panoramic view of the Bhutan hills, and the
mighty Himalayas in the backgrognd can be seen on a clear day. The estate is situated in the Udalgui district of
Assam.

Just as most of the tea estates usually have some interesting reason or source for their name, Attareekhat too has
association with an unusual story of religious significance. It is named after Sage Atr’s ashram (hermitage) which has
been in existence here since time immemorial.

Atri Muni (muni' means 'sage'). legendary scholar  and bard, was believed to be the son of  Lord Brahma and his
name has bean mentioned in the great Indian epics, the Ramayana and the Mahabharata

Sage Atri was one of the Maansa (brain children) of Brahma, and the first of the Saptarishis -the seven great
sages. He was also a teacher of Ayurveda. His wife was Sati Anasuya, sister of sage Kapila. As a boon from the
Lords — Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva -  she had Chandra Dhattatreya and Durvasa as children, Sage Atri was the
father of sage Attreye Punarvash, who was the teacher of  Cakara. As mentioned in the Ramayana. when Lord
Rama along with Sita and Lakshman visited Atri muni, Sati Anasuya gave Sita a discourse on the duties of a wife.

 The Mahabharata mentions that It was Sage Atri' s kind and wise advice that eventually made Dronacharya stop
his rampage on the battlefield and mediate deeply amidst the turmoil until his soul left his body.

The ashram of Atri still stands today and has been renovated and there on maintained by the Company in the
vicinity of the ashram area, there is a very large dry pond behind the Ram- Sita temple. This pond is said to have
been used by Atri Muni as a ‘havan kund’ wisare he performed a ‘yagna' continuously for six months. This 'havan
kund' is believed  to be in existence since the 18’ Adhyay of the Aranya Kand in the Ramayana. Interestingly, this
pond never fills up with water even during the heaviest monsoon months when the water In the adjoining drains of the
sections flow at a higher level.

A yearly 'havan’ is still performed here for seven days in February/March. This is organized by the Managing
Committee of the Attareekhat-Gosala Atrimuni  jagya kunda. Since the 1980s the ashram was looked after by Baba
Harnandan  Das Tyagi. He handed over at the charge of the establishment to his disciple, Baba Mangal Das Tyagi,
who sought refuge with him since 1946. According to his followers, Baba Harnandan Des Tyagi left for his heavenly
abode  in 2003 at the old age of 135 years and thereafter Baba Mangel Das tyagi continued to look after the ashram
till 2010. Presently, his disciple Baba Lal Das Lal Tyagi is in charge of the establishment and performing the Pujas.

The A tri Muni Mandir was inaugurated after renovation by Mr . S.K. Mawandia in August 2015, when ‘Pran
Pritatha’ of idols of  Sage Atrimuni,  Lord  Rama, Sita and Hanuman was solemnized.

****



SAVE  BORDER, SAVE NATION
Dr. (Mrs.) Binita Bhagawati.

Principal, K.K.H.Sanskrit College
INTRODUCTION:

Border security of our country India as well as of
our state Assam has become the most provocative issue
and the awareness among the mass people has not yet
been seen. The borders are sensitive and allow only
legal entry a country can afford with its tourists. But
because of the territorial open borders, the situation is
such that any person can enter to our State and all the
border areas areas are becoming the targets of the illegal
migrants with increased intensity day by day. The illegal
migrants in the Indo- Bangladesh border have created
a very grave situation and arguably increased zehadi
activities in the country in general and the state in
particular.
PROBLEMS    :

There are several generic problems connected with
border areas. Two among them are perennial problems
- one, Bangladeshi Infiltration and the second is cross-
border terrorism. The first such boundary problem is
between regulated and non- regulated entities . The
second is that between States, where the legal and
regulatory systems are challenged every now and then
and at the top of it they differ from state to state.

Further, the problems related to the transportation
system, supply of electricity, availability of potable water,
health and hygiene, education, means of livelihood,
internet communication and mobile network are
omnipresent. Therefore, the people living in those areas
are disadvantaged due to the deprivation of them from
the basic needs.
MEASURES    :

Hence, the first step should be taken from the parts
of the Governments, both Central and State is to address
the basic needs and infrastructure development for the
people of the border areas and Border Area
Development fund may be transparently increased with
proper utilization.

Another unhealthy situation has been seen in Assam-
Bangladesh international borders where many people
of such areas, especially the cultivators have to enter
for agricultural activities by depositing their Identity

Cards in the hand of security personnel at the Security
gates. They can work inside the border fencing for some
stipulated time and they can return back only when the
gate is opened. During this time if any unpleasant or
accident occurs, as the situation may happen, these
people presumably have to face dire consequences.
Therefore, if the Government makes provision of tight
border fencing at zero line, then this derogatory situation
can be avoided. Again, increasing awareness and training
among the people of border areas against the extremist
and terrorist activities are also essential for their own
safeguard and welfare.

 At present, the population of Bangladesh has been
increasing at a very fast rate and it has become one of
the the most densely populated regions in the World
today. This excessive population spills into Assam and
they have engaged in Assam mostly in low end jobs.
The result effect is that, now the people of Assam simply
would be put out of gear and the very survival would be
difficult without their  presence and activities on various
fields. The society is extremely dependent on them. This
situation can be avoided only after spreading work
culture among the indigenous people irrespective of
caste, class, creed, religion and race.
CONCLUSION:

The Government organizations should get appraised
with the gravity of the situation and take appropriate
measures to  stop the illegal immigration from across
the border and should adopt necessary measures within
the barriers of existing laws to effectively prevent border
problems urgently. The introduction of inner line permits
and work permits at the work place might stop the current
illegal immigration system can also be introduction of
initiation of restoring peace and amity among the ethnic
and original population of the state. .

 It has become the matter of high hope that June,
2017 is taken as target to completely seal Indo-
Bangladesh borders of Assam. If it really comes to realty,
it would be the duty of the people residing in such areas
to remain vigilant right from now and try to help out the
Government for the benefits of the people of the state in
general and the border areas in particular.



Livelihood options in border areas:
Manoj K Das
Director, IIE

Life in the border areas is tough. Fraught with
hostile neighbours, jungles, in some places wild
rivers’ l ife has never been easy. Most of the
population is settlers displaced from earlier habitats
trying to carve out a new life. In a developed scenario
life would have been different. In most of the
developed world border areas are hub of
manufacturing, trade, commerce and services.
However in our case its a closed or tightly regulated
arrangement. Scope of commerce is limited. In case
of Assam most of the border areas are inter-state,
except with Bhutan and Bangladesh. Generally its
strife torn, insurgency infested or underdeveloped,
bereft of minimal communication that is demanded
in a modern life.

However in the era of information technology TV,
mobile, Internet has invaded the lives of everyone
and the aspiration level has gone up in border areas
too. I had the opportunity to interact with groups of
youth and inhabitants. Based also on the sidelines of
implementing a French aided project for Assam Forest
some ideas for livelihood in border areas has come to
my mind.

Organic Agriculture: Organic agriculture is the buzz
word of recent times and the border areas are the
easiest bets to adopt protocols to go organic. Most of
the areas are organic by default and only some
additional measures like certified seeds,vermi-
composting, certification, grading, packaging,
marketing etc. are needed to be in place. KVK and
Assam Agricultural University, ASFAC, AGAMB are the
agencies that can help in establishing an organic area.

Multi cropping: Being a rain-fed agriculture zone,
Assam is traditionally a mono cropping economy.
Border areas being little higher than valley areas, it
can go for multi cropping or mixed cropping.

Vegetables, spices, lentils, beans, etc. will fetch higher
value and generate more income.

Bee Keeping: Bee keeping is a low investment
activity. Bee helps in pollination and gives Honey, Bee
Wax, and Pollen which are of high value. A family with
a dozen boxes can have a stable income. The Demand
for honey has risen many fold in recent years and
there is need for adopting scientific practices and
modern processing aids to add value. National
Institute on Bee Keeping, Pune gives scientific inputs
and training. KVIC and KVIB gives standard Bee Boxes
to rearers.

Horticulture: Horticulture is  another area
traditionally practiced by the inhabitants of border
areas. It needs value addition and focus. Citrus fruits
like Assam Lemon (kaji), Elephant Apple(OuTenga),
Rock Fruit (Rebab), Pine Apple, Banana, Jackfruit,
Coconut, Arecanut has good market and value addition
in terms of dehydration and packaging will give longer
life. IQF Technology, Cold Chain etc will increase shelf
life and hence better price realization.Fibre
extraction, Betel Sheath disposable products give
additional income with low investment.

Shellac Cultivation: Shellac has been an age old
produce of Assam. In the 18th century it generated 75%
of exports. Over the years its age-old importance to
Assam’s economy has been forgotten. Now with
renewed importance on lac due to industrial
application in paints, adhesive etcrenewed focus has
come to its cultivation.Assam is a suitable agro climatic
zone for lac cultivation. All the host plants like jojoba
(Bogori), shemialota grow here in abundance. A
national Institute gives training in Ranchi.

MAP: Medicinal and Aromatic Plants is another area
where immense scope is available. Citronella, Lemon
Grass, Vetiver, Agar, Sugandhmantri, Giloe, Aloe Vera



etc. are high value produces. A small ldistillation unit
per village will bring in additional income to villagers.

Poultry, Piggery, dairy: Poultry, piggery, dairy are
traditional homestead options which require
scientific methods and modernization. These need to
scale up for marketable size. Piggery units should tie
uo with slaughter houses and meat processing units
for regular market. A few such units are operating near
Guwahati. Same is the case with dairy. Co-operatives
can run profitably if well organized. These additional
income will boost up border economy.

Silviculture (Orchid& Flower): Assam is a suitable
area for silviculture, which has not been tapped. With
hundreds of varieties of orchids available in the region
this industry is looking for a scientific approach.
Thailand and Vietnam has wonderfully harnessed this
potential. Flower is another item that is imported from
outside the region and has huge demand.

Wood carving: On a recent visit to Vietnam we saw
huge clusters of wood carving units dotting the region.
High value addition is possible in joinery and wood
carving. Modern wood carving units can be set up with
proper licensing. This is an area that needs a proper
introduction.

Handloom&Handicraft: Handloom is a traditional
skill available in the DNA of Assamese women. This
sector has immense potential coupled with
sericulture. Sericulture, Handloom and Handicraft can
be an all-encompassingindustry. It needs an export
led push with infusion of design and modernization.

Mushroom cultivation: Mushroom has a market of
about $40 Bn worldwide. Assam’s humid climate is
ideally suited for Mushroom cultivation. Dehydration
techniques can increase the shelf life and better
marketability.

Homestead tea garden: Organic Homestead tea
gardens in modules alongwith hand rolled tea can
fetch good price. Innovative Packaging in Bamboo
pipes can have good tourist market.

Skill development: It’s essential to impart skills
among youth of the region. IT, Adventure Tourism,
Driving, Cooking, Mason, Electrician, Tailoring, Beauty
& Wellness, Tour operators, hospitality, nursing care
etc. are trades where youth can be trained and they
will find jobs locally or in urban areas. Moderate Flow
of skilled youth to other areas is good for the local
economy as they will bring in new ideas and practices
for future growth of the local economy.



BOTHER AT OUR BORDERS
Paramjit Bakhshi

Ex.NDA Cadet

In the nineteen seventies the legendary John
Lennon wrote and performed a song called
“Imagine”. A part of the lyrics went like this-
“Imagine there’s no countries. It isn’t hard to do.
Nothing to kill or die for”. The truth is that such an
utopian world has yet to become a reality and
countries, international borders and conflict are very
much part of the scene forty years since the song
was released. Apart from the European Union, where
also some nationalistic rumblings are now being
heard, the rest of the world is still divided as nation
states.

India has international land borders with five
countries namely China, Pakistan, Nepal, Myanmar
and Bangladesh. Our land border stretches an
astounding 15106.7 kms and touches seventeen of
the twenty nine states.  Apart from Madhya Pradesh,
Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, Delhi and Haryana, most
of the western, northern and north eastern states
in the country have one or more international border.
However it is not the mere length of the border that
poses a challenge in terms of management. We
have a variety of terrain on our borders. Our borders
pass through high altitude snow bound areas,
deserts, rivers and marshes and plains. Additionally
we also have a long coastline of 7516.6 kms and
share maritime borders with Indonesia, Thailand,
Maldives and Sri Lanka. Fortunately barring minor
disputes with Sri Lanka over fishing areas we have
no major problems on our maritime borders. The
same however cannot be said of our land borders.
Though we have resolved our border disagreement
with Bangladesh we still have border disputes with

China and Pakistan which include areas such as
Aksai Chin, parts of Arunachal Pradesh, Jammu and
Kashmir, Siachen Glacier and Sir Creek. These border
disputes have more or less carried on since we
became independent and there is no foreseeable
time frame in which we can see these resolved.

However our attention still needs to be focussed
a little more intently on our borders because there
are other issues which need to be seriously
addressed. At the forefront lies the issue of the
porosity of our international borders. As a result of
this permeability we have witnessed the menace
of infiltration of terrorists on our western border
and of large scale illegal migration on the eastern
border. Though terrorists infiltrating Kashmir
regularly make front page news the scale of illegal
immigration from Bangladesh rarely catches our
attention. As per the “Task Force on Border
management, 2001” there are already 15 million
illegal Bangladeshis in the country and about three
lakhs still continue make it across the border
annually and settle down in India. The fact that both
these problems have not been resolved in more than
three decades shows the lack of seriousness on our
part to fully secure our borders. It is true that in
certain parts of our border the terrain makes it
impossible to seal our border completely but it is
also a fact  that in areas where a proper fence could
have come up we have continued dragging our feet
in constructing one.

Additionally we have also been guilty of not
developing proper infrastructure on our borders. At
best our road connectivity on our borders can be



described as pathetic. Though touted as a strategic
decision to slow down the enemy in case of an
invasion one wonders how this excuse can be
applied on borders with countries such as Myanmar
and Bangladesh. I remember as a child visiting my
parents on an Assam Rifles outpost bordering
Myanmar. Even in the early eighties the rations to
this outpost had to be air dropped because the
kutcha track to the border was not an all weather
road. And even today villagers living in the border
areas of Meghalaya use the mobile network
facilities of neighbouring Bangladesh. This lack of
proper development has negatively impacted our
people living in border areas and border states. It
makes it impossible for them to make a decent and
honest living. In the absence of proper infrastructure
they cannot market their meagre produce at
remunerative prices. Moreover all consumer items
reach them at much higher cost because of a lack
of regular transportation. Lack of proper banking
facilities also forces them to take credit at much
higher interest rates from unscrupulous money
lenders. Is it any wonder than that many of our youth
in these areas become frustrated and either turn to
petty crime or are lured into insurgency? There are
innumerable instances of extortion and kidnapping
in these areas and it is no secret that smuggling is
rampant on our borders. However what should
seriously set alarm bells ringing is that today the
very nature of smuggling has changed. It is no longer
consumer goods and gold which gets smuggled in
but drugs, counterfeit currency and arms and
explosives. What gets smuggled out includes cattle,
sugar salt and medicines and liquor. So apart from
the huge revenue loss that we face by smuggling
of Indian goods to neighbouring countries today a
lack of proper border management poses a serious
risk for our nation. We currently spend a large

amount of money fighting insurgency in many of
our border states. If a similar amount of money could
be spent with proper vision on development of these
areas not only will we see peace on our borders but
bring additional areas to contribute to our economy.
Moreover the energies of our youth here will be
directed towards constructive purposes rather than
in anti national activities. A significant proportion
of our youth are also lured into the evils of drug
abuse and unless we learn to manage our borders
well one is afraid that we will end up creating more
and more problems for ourselves.

Militancy, economic sluggishness, regular
infiltration of terrorists,  rampant illegal migration
and drug abuse in the border areas all point to the
stark reality that in sixty years of our independence
we have done a poor job as far as managing our
borders. The creation of the Department of Border
Management under the Ministry of Home Affairs is
a relatively new development and is a welcome
initiative. It still remains to be seen however
whether the schemes formulated by the department
will be innovative and effective enough to change
the economic conditions of our people living
alongside our international border.

For a country a border is like a skin on a human
being. Just as a damaged skin allows the vital blood
to flow out and disease and infections to enter our
body an ill managed border can seriously damage
the health of our nation. It is imperative that if we
are to emerge as a strong and economically vibrant
nation we start paying as much attention to our
borders and the people living there as we do to our
mainland.

The writer can be contacted at bakhshi03 @
rediffmail.com



Making the virgin border vibrant
Dr. Kamala Kanta Saharia, Professor

The support and solidarity among people in
general and of border areas in particular to
strengthen the security of a state is an urgency,
which has so far been getting neglected for one
reason or the other in our country. The civilians in
India have left the custody of the international
borders to the security forces and the security
forces have left it to convention, keeping the life
and property of people at balance. Intelligence
failure, exchange of fire, terrorists’ attack, clashes
among civilians, infiltration, encroachment, anti
national slogan, thefts, extortions and disputes
over borderline are very common issues arising
from those sensitive areas. Development in such
places is a distant dream. Rules, regulations,
policies, problems and system etc. of the Ministry
of Home Affairs frequently look needing shift to a
kind of private-public-partnership mode when the
variety of issues relating to welfare of people of
border areas surface. The information feeding
system from the border areas by civilians is
almost zero. Border area posting of security
personnel is also always in dilemma. The term
“posting” relating to the border sentinels is very
common which affects the morale of the
incumbent, their dependents and also the
civilians. The term posting means redistribution,
redeployment, relocation, reorganization or
rearrangement of the troupes from time to time
which is a temporary measure but a regular
phenomenon among the security forces.
However, many of them for some reason feel that
their placement is a punishment fully knowing that
their recruitment has been for the border. They
carry a feeling at the back of their mind that they
are unfortunates to loose out all those facilities
which they would have enjoyed in other public
places. In public, they speak about pride,

prestige, patriotism and performance; but in
private they almost always keep crying that
patrolling is difficult, promotion is stalled,
provisions are insufficient and privileges are
curbed in the borders. That is the reason that
detailing security forces in the international
borders has not served adequately in growing
confidence among the nationals in general and
the civilians in particular. This is where the role of
civilians to mingle with security forces
harmoniously and effectively comes in a big way.

Ideally borders are the geographical or
manmade boundaries in between two or more
states, trespassing which are prohibited. But
classically, people of both the sides share
common language, common culture, common
habits and common community feeling including
their dependency in daily life. That makes the
border more porous. People from both sides of
border keep in constant touch, develop relations
and exchange physical, mental and spiritual
properties threatening the very existence of the
border and its restrictions. Till their mix ups remain
healthy, transparent and promote welfare, there
is no problem. But very frequently such novelty
turns to nexus when the very security of the country
gets threatened. That creates all problems and
is taken into advantage by nasty neighborers to
craft never ending history of enmity,
encroachment and entreaty. For these many
reasons border can be a place for either
development or destruction.

Many people residing in the border areas of
international borders are “temporary settlers” or
“migrants”. Even if they stay for a long time, they
keep it to their heads that they might be shifting
from that place to a greener pasture at the earliest,



which never happens in one’s lifetime. But,
psychologically they remain in a marginal state.

India shares almost equal lengths of
international border with Bangladesh and Bhutan
stretching to 262 km and 267 km respectively. In
total there are eight districts of Assam attached
to the international borders. While the
Bangladesh border is looked after by the Border
Security Force (BSF) the responsibility of Bhutan
Border is with SSB (Sasastra Seema Bal). Both
are the flag wings of Ministry of Home Affairs with
their mode of function, role as security outfit and
approach to the border area people grossly
independent and slightly different. The people
living in the border areas are mostly tribal,
Adivasis, minorities, underprivileged and
migrants. Most of them are below poverty line
and live a very nominal life in absence of income
generating avenues on either side. Further, they
are also exploited by the few number of well off
people either residing there or camping there.
Because of very thin population density and lack
of unity among them, the people are not political
bigwigs. They are the symbols of poverty, panicky
and penalty.

The people of 21st century have started
actualizing big dreams due to the repeated
exposure to media, travelling, globalization and
improved information. So, aspiration of welfare
and well being for the youths in the border areas
today has to be economically oriented,
intellectually challenging and socially satisfying.
In order to attain the same in shortest possible
programmed time, the efforts should be objective,
action oriented and result paying. People in the
border areas, therefore should know about their
roles, their socio-economic conditions, social

accountability, community participation in
maintaining peace, harmony and sustainability.
There is a necessity to work out a roadmap for
the future so as to make border area functions
and functionaries an essential and integral part
of strong and steady nation building process. The
necessity at the centre stage then would be the
development of culture of understanding,
brotherhood, patriotism and nationalism; all of
which do not come overnight. Serious efforts are
to be made for them to be in place.

Actually, the endeavour to make the people of
border areas a dynamic force and to use it in the
nation building process started way back in 1985
on the auspicious day of Ram Navami at
Jodhpur, Rajasthan under the name Seema
Janakalyan Samiti. Looking into the good work
the Samiti had done, a forum in the name of
“Seema Jagaran Manch” soon came up at the
national level. Similar attempt was also made in
Assam in the year 2008 by the name Seemanta
Chetana Manch, but all were in a long dormant
phase and kept moulting. A scenario of
revamping has surfaced recently due to the
change in policy, provision and practice initiated
by the Indian Government with the neighboring
nations. This is the right time that the public
bodies, welfare departments, nation loving
organizations and community coherent agencies
come together and join hands with the
Government on one side and the public on the
other to make the virgin border areas versatile
and vibrant for skill development, innovation and
entrepreneurship. Such an atmosphere will
strengthen the safety, security and solidarity of
the nation by many folds higher.

'The Assam Tribune' on 25 July, 2016
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Seemanta Chetana Mancha : Purvottar, Assam

State Committee
President : Dr. Kamala Kanta Saharia, Guwahati .

Vice-President: 1. Dr. Binita Bhagawati, Guwahati.
2. Dr. Pratima Neogi,Dhubri.
3. Sri SushantaNarzary, Kokrajhar.

General Secretary: Sri Partha Pratim Das, Guwahati.

Jt. Secretary: 1. Smti Farida Khujur, Udalguri .
2. Sri Bablu Kumar Roy, Dhubri .
3. Sri Ridip Deka, Baksa.
4. Sri Somasubra Das, Cachar.

Finance Secretary: Sri ShivajiJaiswal, Guwahati.

Organising Secretary: Sri PrakashKali, Mancachar .

Publicity Secretary: Sri Biswarup Nath, Guwahati.

Sewa Pramukh: Sri Folinson Sahu, Udalguri .

Satsang Pramukh: 1.Sri Sampoornanda Saraswati, Baksa.
2. Smt. Rita Saha

Khel Dhemali Pramukh: 1. SriJogen Roy, Dhubri.
2. Smti Phwthaisri Narzary, Baksa

Legal Secretary: 1.Adv. Kaustav Gogoi, Guwahati.
2.Adv. Bijoya Rani Thapa, Kokrajhar

Members: 1.Sri Indra Chapagai, Guwahati
2.Smti. Sushila Basumatary, Chirang.

   3. Sri Rajib Saikia,Guwahati.
4.Sri Premananda Roy, Chirang.
5.Adv. Biplob Deb, Karimganj.
6. Sri Pradeep Rabha, Udalguri.
7.Shri Ranjit Das, Cachar
8.Adv. Ashok Paul, Mancachar
9. Smti Manima Baruah
10. Smti Rita Sinha 



First State Convention of
Seemanta Chetana Mancha : Purvottar, Assam

23rd and 24th July, 2016

Reception Committee
President : Dr. Kamala Kanta Saharia, Cell : 94351 15138

Vice-President : Dr. Binita Bhagawati, Cell : 99543 33499Secretary

Sri Partha Pratim Das, Cell : 98640 34614Jt.

Secretary : Sri Kaustav Gogoi,  Cell : 98640 41107

Finance Secretary : Sri Shivaji Jaiswal Cell : 98540 77301

Members :  Sri Ridip Deka

Sri Jyotirmay Sharma

Sri Indra Chapagai

Sri Manoj SarafSri

Pankaj Jalan

Smt. Sandhya Sikha Laskar

Sri Biswarup Nath

Sri Goutam Baruah

Sri Rohit Kr. Choudhury

District Co-Ordinators

Dhubri - Sri Bablu Kumar Roy

Mankachar - Sri Prakash Kali

Kokrajhar - Sri Tapas Lodrai

Chirang - Sri Agrajit Das

Baksa- Sri Ridip Deka

Udalguri - Sri Pradip Rabha

Cachar - Sri Nibhas Chakravorty

Karimganj - Sri Sandip Kr. Roy
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